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I

n the aftermath of the Great Recession, America needs to move toward a more productive next
economy that will be increasingly export-oriented, lower-carbon, and innovation-driven—as well
as opportunity rich. At the same time, leading U.S. metropolitan areas—which drive the national
economy—are mounting increasingly strategic, locally developed, and sophisticated initiatives to
move in that direction themselves. And so the nation needs to take a new approach to economic

development. Federal, state, and philanthropic actors all need to approach metros not as problems requiring programmatic handouts but as compelling investment opportunities for driving national prosperity.
In keeping with that, the “metropolitan business planning” concept described in this brief proposes one
approach for reorienting such interactions.
Metropolitan business planning adapts the discipline of private-sector business planning to the task of
revitalizing regional development. Such planning provides a framework through which regional business,
civic, and government leaders can rigorously analyze the market position of their region; identify strategies by which to capitalize on their unique assets; specify catalytic products, policies, and interventions;
and establish detailed operational and ﬁnancial plans. These plans can then, in turn, be used to restructure federal, state, and philanthropic engagement in ways that invert the current top-down, highly siloed,
and often ineffective approach to cities and metropolitan areas while bringing new efﬁciency to development activity.
Along these lines, the brief introduces the concept of metropolitan business planning and describes how
three very different regions—Northeast Ohio, Minneapolis-Saint Paul, and Puget Sound—are currently piloting the process and thereby providing a testbed for the re-orientation of federal-state-metro relationships.
Ultimately the hope is that the new approach may help the nation complement macroeconomic policy with
a new “metro-economic” one.

“Aimed at reorienting typical economic
development practices, metro business
planning adopts many of the standard
elements of private-sector business
planning to boost regional, and thereby
national, prosperity.”

economic renewal

I. INTRODUCTION

T

he need for economic renewal is urgent in the aftermath of
the Great Recession. Going forward, America needs to build
a more sustainable and productive next economy that will be

more export oriented, lower carbon, and innovation driven—as well as
more opportunity rich.1
At the same time, leading U.S. metropolitan areas—

All of which suggests a compelling opportunity

which overwhelmingly concentrate the assets and

for federal, state, and local governments and

dynamics that drive the national economy—are

other partners to aid and abet such “bottom-up”

mounting increasingly strategic, locally developed,

economic development by exploring a new sort of

and sophisticated initiatives to transform themselves.

collaborative intergovernmental partnership to more
effectively invest in regional economies to promote

These metros are emulating such global city-regions

national prosperity.

as Turin, Barcelona, and Munich that have over
decades designed and implemented—in partnership

Metropolitan business planning—a new concept in

with their national and state governments—intentional

regional growth strategy being developed by the

and locally-speciﬁc campaigns to enhance or reposi-

Metropolitan Policy Program at Brookings and

tion drifting regional economies.

RW Ventures—is one experiment at such design
and exploration.
Aimed at reorienting typical economic development
practices, metro business planning adopts many of
the standard elements of private-sector business
planning to boost regional, and thereby national,
prosperity. In this fashion, it applies a disciplined
analytic process to the development of place-speciﬁc
economic strategies, proposing a new brand of
“metro-economic” policy to complement national
macroeconomic frameworks.
Metropolitan business planning recognizes the
centrality of U.S. metropolitan areas to economic
activity but also recognizes that regional economies
are differentiated, meaning that one size does not ﬁt
all. At the same time, the new approach breaks with
past development templates that have tended to view
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cities and metropolitan areas as collections of isolated
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problems in need of programmatic hand-outs. Instead
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it holds that metros are critical investment oppor-
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investments shaped from the ground up by local

investment “prospectuses” that can drive a reori-

actors with a sophisticated understanding of their

entation of federal-state-metro relations towards a

assets, institutions, and market dynamics.

more asset-based, business-like focus on regional and
national economic prosperity.

That is why metropolitan business planning calls for
regions as well as governments and other potential

To describe this vision and methodology the following

“investors” to collaborate in new ways.

pages introduce the concept of metropolitan business planning by ﬁrst reviewing some foundational

Regions, for their part, need to develop strategies tar-

propositions about economies and development

geted to their unique opportunities in order to offer a

policy. Subsequently, two more sections describe the

compelling investment.

mechanics of the business planning idea as envisioned
by Brookings and RW Ventures and describe three

Such work entails analysis of the marketplace, and

ongoing pilot experiments in metropolitan business

then the fashioning of strategies, products, and

planning sited in Northeast Ohio, Minneapolis-

services to grow the regional market and increase

Saint Paul, and the Puget Sound region. A ﬁnal

productivity and efﬁciency. It is precisely this sort of

section suggests some implications of metropolitan

market-based enterprise that private-sector business

business planning for the emergence of a new, more

planning does well. And so, as described here, metro-

catalytic economic federalism.

politan business plans:
In this fashion, the following pages stage their own
➤ Assess and situate the market position of the
regional economy

proposition: that metropolitan business plans and
planning represent a useful new way to focus and
structure a new bottom-up impulse in American eco-

➤ Detail linked strategies to improve its performance based on its particular market
opportunities
➤ Specify operational and ﬁnancial plans to deliver
policies, products, and interventions to implement the strategies
Yet that is only the region’s work. Once the region has
completed this “bottom-up” exertion, the metropolitan business planning concept calls for governments
and other investors—whether federal, state, local, or
philanthropic—to respond in new ways. Most notably,
the production of data-informed, market-oriented,
and multi-disciplinary regional business plans proposing concrete, locally developed strategic investments
challenges key stakeholders to respond and invest in
ways that are similarly integrated and targeted.2
Metropolitan business planning thus stages an
B R O O K I N GS

ambitious vision and set of goals. The new concept
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seeks to advance the state of regional development
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practice in regions; and generate highly speciﬁc

nomic affairs at a time of searching for new models. ■

logic

I I . B A C K G R O U N D : T H E L O G I C O F M E T R O P O L I TA N
BUSINESS PLANNING

T

he concept of “metropolitan business planning” arises from
a series of propositions about how today’s economy works
and how its performance may be enhanced. This sequence

of contentions asserts that:
➤ Economic prosperity primarily flows from

➤ Developing comprehensive strategies for regions

market activity. Or, to put it another way,

lends itself to the discipline of business plan-

market interactions—enabled and shaped by

ning. Analyzing markets, key assets, challenges

government—generate the outputs that matter

and opportunities in order to develop specialized

most: jobs, income, gross regional product, and

goals, strategies, products and implementation

wealth creation3

programs—whether for ﬁrms or regions—is exactly
what the discipline of business planning does. The

➤ Major market systems are place-based and

process can be helpful to collaboratives of local

their main locus is metropolitan. Metropolitan

governments, regional development intermediaries,

areas are where the nation’s assets agglomer-

business groups, civic associations, and philanthro4

ate to disproportionately create economic value.

pies that seek to engage in regional transformation

Housing, labor, and many business markets and
supply chains operate and interact in the unique

➤ Regional business plans can enable a new

context of speciﬁc regions, which combine the

economic federalism. Tailored, place-based

assets, spillovers, infrastructure, transaction costs,

(bottom-up) economic policy is needed to comple-

and other inputs and characteristics that determine

ment macroeconomic (top-down) policy. Regionally

market productivity

developed business plans provide a guide and
process for tailoring government investment in

➤ Regional economies are differentiated, com-

regional prosperity

plex, and dynamic; improving their performance
entails customized and integrated strategies.
Regional systems continually interact with and
inﬂuence each other in the context of locally
speciﬁc characteristics and dynamics.5 Regions are
therefore increasingly differentiated, which means
that inﬂuencing outcomes requires increasingly differentiated interventions
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The concept also follows from a widening dissatisfac-

At the same time, local and regional economic

tion with many past and recent federal, state, and

development policy has for its part remained fad-

local development programs. In broad terms, many

dish; overly focused on ﬁrm-relocation strategies and

federal and state programs are felt to remain insen-

“smokestack” or headquarters chasing; project- and

sitive to the regional organization of the economy;

infrastructure-oriented; and under-researched.7

insufﬁciently responsive to local variation (and
so oriented to dispersed engagement rather than

In defense of the current array of legacy programs, it

focus); overly oriented to alleviating regional deﬁ-

is hard to take any other approach in the absence of a

ciencies rather than building on regional strengths;

more comprehensive alternative vision and approach,

narrowly deﬁned and rigidly siloed, so that interact-

and that can only come from regions and regional

ing components of the regional economy cannot

actors themselves.

be dealt with in concert; rule-driven, inﬂexible, and
hard-to-use by increasingly entrepreneurial and

In any event, the facts are undeniable: More and

business-like metropolitan actors; insufﬁciently ori-

more regional leaders are seeking a new approach

ented to the institutional and organizational context

to economic development—one that is much more

in which development occurs; and slow to embrace

bottom-up, ﬂexible, entrepreneurial, and attuned to

state-of-the-art analysis, accountability, and perfor-

the locally varied, highly dynamic market conditions

mance-management techniques.6

and speciﬁc needs and opportunities of individual
metropolitan areas. ■

“Regional business plans can enable
a new economic federalism. Tailored,
place-based (bottom-up) economic
policy is needed to complement
macroeconomic (top-down) policy.”
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what & why

I I I . M E T R O P O L I TA N B U S I N E S S P L A N N I N G :
W H AT I T I S , W H Y I T C A N H E L P

A

gainst this background, the concept of private-sector business planning holds out a relevant model for the development of a new approach to regional development—one that

proposes a new model for federal and state investment in regions, and
so for intergovernmental relations in America’s federalist system.
Business planning, after all, is an established process

➤ Create products and services—programs, policies,

by which enterprises undertake strategic thinking

and other interventions—to implement each of the

about their position in the marketplace, their key

strategies. These might range from venture capital

assets and challenges, and the steps that are needed

for ﬁrms in targeted clusters to land trusts to sup-

8

to improve performance. Increasingly, though, all

port affordable housing near transit

kinds of organizations have adopted business planning processes to set strategy, shape operations, and

➤ Detail operational implications to deliver each of

discipline execution. Now it is proposed that regions

the products and services. What organizations and

adopt the practice as a way for consortiums of local

partners, leadership and stafﬁng, programmatic

governments, business and civic organizations, and

development and delivery capacities and so forth

the private and non-proﬁt sectors to engage in coher-

are needed to implement the plan?

ent strategic action.
➤ Specify financials—not just the costs and sources
As it happens, the leading elements of business

of funds, but revenues and returns on invest-

planning methodology translate surprisingly well to

ment, including in this context “returns” such as

the context of regional economic planning.9 At least

increased federal tax revenues or reduced welfare

six discrete business planning steps can be usefully

costs based on the job and ﬁrm creation goals.

deployed in the regional context:
➤ Develop vision and goals for the region’s economy
➤ Conduct a market analysis to assess the dynamics
and performance of the local economy and identify
the region’s strengths, challenges, and opportunities in the context of global trends
➤ Specify the strategies to deploy in achieving those
goals. As for a business of similar size and complexity, these have to be developed by area and

ME T ROP OLI TA N
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THE LEADING ELEMENTS OF TRADITIONAL BUSINESS PLANNING METHODOLOGY TRANSLATE
SURPRISINGLY WELL TO REGIONAL ECONOMIC PLANNING
TRADITIONAL BUSINESS PLANNING

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

Business mission and vision

Vision for the regional economy

Market analysis

Status of economy: assets, opportunities, challenges

Analysis of strategic alternatives and risks

Goal-setting and strategy identiﬁcation

Development of products and services

Identiﬁcation of policies, programs, products, and interventions

Operational and management planning

Operational planning for implementation

Forecasting and ﬁnancial planning

Identiﬁcation of ﬁnancial needs, sources, and returns

Target setting and performance tracking

Deﬁnition of outcome measures and targets

Source: RW Ventures and Brookings Institution

In this sense, business planning represents more than

➤ Engage the public, private, and civic sectors such

a “buzz word” or suggestive analogy for regional

that the plan development and implementation

development thinking. Instead, traditional business

process itself creates new institutional capacity and

planning conventions and processes provide a useful

consensus in the region

discipline and framework for organizing bottom-up
regional planning activities and moving past some of

➤ Establish an ongoing process of setting goals and

the reactive, transactional, or lofty aspirational devel-

tracking progress, revisiting market status and

opment activity that often passes for

opportunity, updating strategies and interventions,

regional planning.

and managing continuous strategic economic
development. Business planning is not just a

In this respect, the preparation of metropolitan

protocol or one-time deal; it’s an ongoing,

business plans (MBPs) and their use in various stake-

iterative enterprise

holders’ “investment” decisions promises a number
of advantages over current business-as-usual. Among
other strengths metro business plans:

➤ Provide a new basis for state and federal programming. Rather than fragmented requests to
hundreds of siloed programs in dozens of agen-

➤ Place regions in the middle of economic development action

cies, comprehensive MBPs that demonstrate
their “returns” can be translated into investment
prospectuses to enable more ﬂexible, performance-

➤ Ground strategy in rigorous economic analysis

based funding

oriented to documented local conditions
Finally, the new approach appears to be timely. U.S.
➤ Transcend faddish, politically driven deal-making to
focus on building long-term regional advantage

and world regions are eager to become more deliberate and strategic as they seek to move beyond the
Great Recession in the context of an increasingly

➤ Shift the focus from deﬁciencies and handouts

competitive global economy. At the same time, gov-

to assets and markets, building on strengths, and

ernments at all levels are looking to catalyze growth,

capitalizing on investment opportunities

break down traditional bureaucracies, become more
customer-responsive, and particularly to increase

➤ Advance comprehensive and integrated strategies

their effectiveness and efﬁciency.

that reﬂect the interactive dynamics of local econoB R O O K I N GS
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mies rather than narrow programmatic “silos”

Metropolitan business planning, in short, is a wellgrounded concept with signiﬁcant practical and policy
appeal at a time of searching for new models of economic stewardship. ■

piloting the concept

I V. P I L O T I N G T H E C O N C E P T : M E T R O P O L I T A N B U S I N E S S
PLANNING IN THREE REGIONS

T

o test the concept of regional business planning and begin
translating it to practice, the Brookings Institution and RW
Ventures have been working with leaders in three metropolitan

regions to develop experimental metro plans.
Selected through a limited request for proposals,

Along these lines, then, the MBPs currently consist of

teams from Northeast Ohio, Minneapolis-Saint Paul,

two main parts.

and the Puget Sound region have been laboring for
nearly a year to “co-produce” sound MBPs by dint of a

Grounding each plan is what the project team has

systematic work plan and extensive collaboration that

called a metropolitan development baseline overview

itself builds on deep preexisting regional planning.

(MBDO)—a concise trend scan that employs standard
and locally developed indicators of each metro area’s

In each case, the goal has been for each regions’

economic performance and market positioning to

business, civic, and governmental leadership to come

reveal regional challenges and opportunities, which

together to carry out a rigorous, data-oriented ana-

then inform a broad vision for the region and a care-

lytic process for ascertaining the market position of

fully designed array of mutually reinforcing economic

the regional economy; deﬁning the regions’ vision and

growth strategies. Much of the market analysis and

goals; and identifying promising economic strategies.

strategy development for this broad, but not-asin-depth, part of the MBPs is organized around six

In this respect, good business planning is not a single,

key “leverage points” for affecting regional growth

one-time exercise but instead a continuous, iterative

dynamics.10 These leverage points include:

process of assessment, strategy, and product and
operational development with implications on many

➤ Concentrations of industries, functions,

fronts. Considering the scale of a regional economy,

and occupations. Concentrated economic

therefore, it was decided that the ﬁrst iterations of

activity—often embodied in regional industry clus-

the MBPs would broadly cover key aspects of the

ters—beneﬁts the production of goods and services

economy with respect to the market analysis, vision,

by facilitating knowledge spillovers and exchange,

and strategy development components of business

enhancing innovation; enabling shared labor and

planning, but that the development of in-depth prod-

other inputs; and reducing transportation costs11

ucts, operational plans, and ﬁnancials would initially
be undertaken only for one illustrative initiative. (A

➤ Human capital deployed for economic growth.

full business plan would advance detailed initiatives

Human capital is the single most important input to

for all of the strategies that the pilot regions aspire

economic growth, but it must be deployed, which

over time to develop.)

requires that attention be paid not just to production but to job creation, matching, and general
labor market efﬁciency12
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➤ Innovation- and entrepreneurship-enabling

ing transaction costs and risks, and inﬂuencing

resources and institutions. The ability to innovate

consumer preferences—all of which can also help to

has been a longstanding driver of productivity

expand markets to underserved urban areas16

gains, and is a growing priority in economic development policy and practice13

Following the baseline overview and growing out
of it is the second part of the MBP: the detailed

➤ Spatial efficiency. The location of businesses,

development initiative (DDI), which identiﬁes a lead

suppliers, workers, and consumers within a

strategy for implementing the vision and completes

region—and the infrastructure connecting them—

the business plan—including products and services,

determines the transaction costs between them,

operations, ﬁnancials, and performance metrics—for

and also inﬂuences the economic beneﬁts of

implementing that strategy. Embedded in their over-

agglomeration, such as shared labor pools and

views, visions and linked strategies for the regional

knowledge spillovers14

economy, the DDIs move well beyond conventional
economic development proposals in both their invest-

➤ Effective public and civic institutions and
culture. Government shapes and enables market

ment framing and level of market analysis and
design work.

activity, and provides critical public goods from
roads to education. Along with civic, business and

Finally, the business plans create the basis, as in the

cross-sector institutions, it also creates the insti-

private sector, for each region to write a metropolitan

tutional environment and culture that increasingly

investment prospectus that presents the regional

inﬂuences regional economies15

investment opportunity (particularly the DDI) to
potential government, industrial, and philanthropic

➤ Information resources. Well-developed and

partners.

deployed information tools can enhance economic
performance by boosting productivity, reduc-

T H E M E T R O P O L I T A N B U S I N E S S P L A N N I N G P R O C E S S I N V O LV E S
T H R E E M A J O R S TA G E S

METR O DEVELO P MEN T
BASE L INE OVERVIEW ( MDBO)

1

2

Source: RW Ventures and the Brookings Institution
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3

Turning to the pilot plans themselves, they are var-

effort has concluded that the region’s economic

ied and in each case bring detailed region-speciﬁc

transformation will be accomplished through

market analysis to bear on signiﬁcant initiatives that

coordinated strategies which nurture emerging

respond in fresh ways to regional (and national) chal-

high-technology, knowledge-intense clusters; raise

lenges and opportunities. In this respect, broad and

overall educational attainment levels and improve

deep teams in each of the three partner metros have

the skills of incumbent workers; strengthen

produced compelling metropolitan planning docu-

public-private connections that enhance the

ments which reveal three quite different markets and

entrepreneurial ecosystem; and increase govern-

identify tailored, integrated strategies for producing

ment coordination and civic engagement across

17

growth in each. Embodied in each plan is a different

this diverse region, which includes ﬁve metro-

“growth story” and investment opportunity:

politan areas. Manufacturing is a core strength
of the region’s economic past and future, and the

➤ NORTHEAST OHIO (NEO): In Northeast Ohio,

highlighted DDI seeks to transition “old economy”

the Fund for our Economic Future—a unique

manufacturing companies (many of them auto-

partnership of more than 50 regional philanthro-

related) and their employees into new markets by

pies—along with the region’s federally and state

enhancing their ability to innovate new products,

funded Manufacturing Extension Partnership

materials, and services demanded by customers in

afﬁliate, MAGNET, has convened an unprecedented

such high-growth sectors as global health, ﬂexible

collaboration of local governments, elected

electronics, and clean energy. The Partnership for

ofﬁcials, businesses, civic leaders, research and

Regional Innovation Services to Manufacturers

education institutions, and engaged citizens to

(PRISM) will provide hands-on assistance to partici-

address long-standing regional economic chal-

pating ﬁrms to update business models, provide

lenges. NEO leaders realize that to usher their

market intelligence, upgrade incumbent worker

region into the next economy they need to connect

skills, and connect companies to relevant regional

robust assets that are a legacy of its prosperous

innovation resources.18 NEO presents a classic

industrial past to the development of emerging

venture investment opportunity—an

ME T ROP OLI TA N

industry clusters that are supported by growing

economy positioned to leverage its strong assets
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innovation assets, a revitalized entrepreneurial

into a high-growth “restart,” with a smart business
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environment, and a culture of regional collabora-

plan and great management
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➤ MINNEAPOLIS-SAINT PAUL: The Minneapolis-
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driving innovation by leveraging the area’s con-

Saint Paul region has enormous assets—a highly

centration of headquarters and related functions;

educated and productive workforce; deep research

better linking research institutions to private-sector

and development expertise; a diverse business

actors; fostering higher rates of entrepreneurship

base, and the highest per-capita concentration of

through advocacy and improved sequencing of

Fortune 500 corporations in the country. Combined

investment; and providing higher-quality and more

with a history of civic engagement and regional

timely information for private-sector decision mak-

thinking, these assets made the region an eco-

ing. Meanwhile, the DDI speciﬁcally enhances the

nomic leader in the transition to the knowledge

region’s entrepreneurial environment by creating

economy. However, the economy has recently been

an Entrepreneurial Accelerator to provide new

losing momentum, particularly with respect to

ventures with access to appropriate capital and

entrepreneurship and the translation of innova-

sophisticated entrepreneurial assistance, includ-

tive ideas to high-growth companies. In view of

ing business planning, mentors, and networking

that, an impressive regional alliance led by the

opportunities. The Minneapolis-Saint Paul region

two major cities, the regional council of mayors,

presents a classic value stock opportunity: Recent

a prominent CEO group, and involving other local

underperformance highlights an opportunity for

and state government ofﬁcials and business and

the region to realign its strong assets to increase

philanthropic leaders last year adopted the busi-

entrepreneurship and competitiveness19

ness planning approach to support and accelerate
entrepreneurship in the region. Accordingly, the
Minneapolis-Saint Paul MBP aims to build a ﬂexible,
adaptable, and dynamic business environment for

➤ PUGET SOUND: The metro economy in Puget

energy efﬁciency products and services into a lead-

Sound not only has strong assets; it is perform-

ing export sector by providing labs and expertise

ing extraordinarily well on nearly all measures,

to test, integrate, demonstrate, and verify new

from productivity and innovation to exporting and

technologies as well as necessary links to business

presence in the green economy. Nevertheless,

service providers and other resources to facilitate

the Puget Sound Regional Council—the region’s

commercialization.20 Puget Sound is clearly a

metropolitan planning organization and regional

growth stock

economic development entity—wants to keep the
region on the leading edge, and for that reason

It is important to stress that the cohering pilot metro

has convened a wide cross-section of local govern-

business plans are not just conventional, static

ment, business, trade association, venture capital,

one-time project-development documents. Instead,

utility, research, and civic leaders to engage in

the plans are—and will always be—works-in-process,

metropolitan business planning. Through the

for several reasons. First, they are living documents

process, the region has sought to identify strate-

meant not only to guide but to be informed by actions

gies for enhancing the metro’s competitive edge

and feedback from continuous implementation and

while also pursuing new growth opportunities,

further business planning. In that sense they are

and so the Puget Sound MBP identiﬁes cross-

meant to set strategy in a dynamic, uncertain environ-

cutting strategies that will increase human capital

ment but also to respond to those conditions on an

levels in high-demand ﬁelds; further strengthen

iterative basis. Second, the plans are not just remote

core innovation intermediaries to turn research

blueprints but embedded products of an ongoing,

into commercial ventures; and robustly support

continuing process of institutional development and

its growing clusters. Drilling down further, the

collaboration by which multiple actors (local govern-

region’s DDI then identiﬁes the next big cluster in

ments, planning intermediaries, business and civic

which the region has a shot at leading in the global

groups, philanthropies) in each region have engaged

economy—sophisticated technologies and systems

in extensive consensus-building, visioning, and

know-how for next-generation building energy

analysis, all motivated by a settled determination to

efﬁciency—and creates the business enterprise to

execute. Indeed, the fact that each business planning

get there: the Building Energy-Efﬁciency Testing

team is led by a well-regarded regional entity, experi-

and Integration Center and Demonstration Network

enced in planning and executing broad strategies and

(BETI). BETI will seek to help transmute the region’s

generating signiﬁcant stakeholder buy-in, lends each

strong concentrations in software technologies and

plan an important degree of legitimacy.
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Finally, it bears emphasizing that each of the plans

high-return programs; better link small and big

proposes not just an aspiration but a true business

businesses, and form a single region-wide economic

plan for operationalizing the proposed initiative that

development entity. The state also has an impor-

in each case solicits the provision of speciﬁc federal,

tant role to play by aligning workforce development

state, local, private, and philanthropic responses and

to key clusters so that worker retraining and skills

“investments,” whether of resources, ﬂexibilities,

upgrading better support new business creation

rule adjustments, policy changes, or partnership.

and expansion. Additionally, federal leaders can

Along these lines, each DDI articulates a number of

support regional endeavors like the Accelerator

quite speciﬁc requests for engagement. Space does

through robust, new, outcomes-focused, economic

not permit an exhaustive itemization of the region’s

development federal-regional partnerships that

detailed requests but sufﬁce it to say that the propos-

align the multiple federal resources and programs,

als entail multiple sorts of new partnerships, including

form on-the-ground regional teams of federal

dedicated cross-agency teams; pooled programs and

agency representatives, and provide near-term

funds; joint application procedures; regulatory coor-

cross-agency funding subject to 1:1 matching by

dination and ﬂexibility; and special criteria for grant

regional sources. Also helpful from federal leaders

awards:

are policies that incent more angel and venture

➤ Northeast Ohio: Northeast Ohio’s business plan

capital investing and the creation of a nationwide

calls on regional business and philanthropic lead-

network of economic development intermediaries

ers and state policymakers to support Northeast

that can receive and coordinate multiple federal

Ohio’s PRISM by expanding and better coordinating

funding streams to help entrepreneurs22

their existing efforts and initiatives to encourage regional strategy-making, boost innovation,

➤ Puget Sound: The Puget Sound area’s plan calls

and develop promising growth clusters. For their

on regional civic and private sector leaders to

part, federal leaders can best engage in PRISM

support BETI by providing seed funding for initial

through formal cross-agency collaboration—both

operations and a revolving loan fund to ﬁnance

at the federal level to set policy direction and

real-world demonstrations. At the same time, state

the regional-level to assist implementers—and by

ofﬁcials can be most helpful by appropriating

providing increased program ﬂexibilities, ranging

funds to construct BETI’s facilities and purchase

from looser matching fund requirements to more

needed equipment. Finally, the plan challenges

balanced program performance metrics that take

federal policymakers to establish federal leads at

into account longer-term objectives as well as

the regional-level to serve as a “one-stop concierge

short-term outputs. In particular, regional discre-

panel” to assist regional implementers by identi-

tion to use federal funds through the Economic

fying relevant federal funding opportunities, and

Development Administration, the Manufacturing

ultimately introducing new multi-agency awards

Extension Program, and other agencies to provide

in the future. In particular, ongoing funding of

direct support to ﬁrms receiving trial services

programs like the Department of Energy’s Energy

would be hugely helpful to PRISM as it would allow

Regional Innovation Cluster program, with per-

for evaluation and tuning of new services during

haps more modest grant awards, would be very

development phases before their full, unsubsidized

valuable. In addition, federal agencies can enter

launch21

formal partnerships with BETI to allow use of their
buildings and facilities in energy efﬁciency product

➤ Minneapolis-Saint Paul: The Minneapolis-St. Paul
B R O O K I N GS

business plan urges local governments, businesses,

and export assistance to newly veriﬁed

philanthropies, and other regional leaders to

technologies23 ■
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demonstration and to dedicate commercialization

to fundraise for this initiative and seed its most

economic federalism

V. W H A T ’ S N E X T : I M P L I C A T I O N S O F M E T R O B U S I N E S S
PLANNING FOR ECONOMIC FEDERALISM

M

etropolitan business planning offers a powerful tool for
regional economic development. With its disciplined focus
on market realities in individual metros, the new tool pro-

vides a rational methodology grounded in business and economics for
sharpening regional economic development. Likewise, the strategy’s
urgent focus on execution has already proven effective and exciting in
engaging and enhancing regional institutional capacity. More broadly,
the pilot highlights the increasing sophistication of U.S. regional leadership in diverse U.S. metros.
But the attractions of metro business planning

By contrast, the metropolitan business planning

go beyond economic development practice in the

paradigm presages a new set of development relation-

regions. Regional business planning also has broad

ships, and entails major implications for federal and

implications for federal and state policymaking—impli-

state programming. In a number of ways the MBPs

cations that could enable state and federal programs

begin to enable the new approach and suggest some

to more efﬁciently and productively engage with and

important principles and practices for a new era of

invest in regions.

federal-state-metro relations. Here are a few of the
implied principles:

Currently, federal, state, and local development policy
remains too-little-attuned to the metropolitan nature

➤ Place-based policy is needed to complement

of the economy and its microeconomic underpinnings;

macroeconomic policy. As the ﬁelds of economic

over-focused on deﬁciencies as opposed to market

geography and institutional economics are reveal-

strengths; siloed and narrow; top-down and rigid;

ing, nations need more economic policies and

and too little concerned with capacity building and

programming tailored to supporting the complex,

data-provision.

24

place-based interactions of local market and institutional systems that drive metropolitan, and so
national, prosperity25
➤ Policy efforts should build on market strengths.
Shifting from a programmatic, needs-based
approach to investing in inclusive market develop-

ME T ROP OLI TA N

ment would be a much more effective use of the

BU S I NESS P LA NS

massive resources currently distributed through

A NEW APPROAC H

myriad, isolated programs addressing particular
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needs out of context and without prospect for long
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term solutions
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➤ New programs should be created and exist-

Likewise, several speciﬁc practical government

ing programs adapted and “pooled” to support

responses ﬂow from the initial metro business

bottom-up, multi-dimensional, and more special-

plan experiments:

ized regional development. Reﬂecting the logic
of these metropolitan business plans, federal and

➤ Support further experimentation and pilots. The

state policy offerings should be at once integrated

present three pilot plans suggest the promise of

across agencies to acknowledge the complex inter-

metropolitan business planning but remain a nar-

action of local systems and sufﬁciently ﬂexible that

row set of test sites. Helping more regions test the

they can be adapted to accommodate the sharp dif-

concept by providing them modest grants to sup-

ferences between regions. Since regional economic

port the development of regional business plans

systems are dynamic, local, and specialized, the

would be a low-cost, useful way to further develop

federal response needs to be cross-program, ﬂex-

the approach

ible, and performance driven
➤ Create cross-agency regional teams. Another
➤ Existing siloed programs should be redesigned

simple step would be to create cross-agency teams

to support the “parts” of regional economies

to work with any region offering the equivalent of

in context. If the success or failure of a local

a metropolitan business plan. These teams could

business, a technology venture, or a job training

help identify, shape, and coordinate resources to

program depends upon interactions with other

more effectively invest in regional prosperity. They

programs and other characteristics of the region,

might even help work out a new “common applica-

then the federal and state programs that remain in

tion” process to allow one MBP to be considered by

silos need to at least incent taking the regional eco-

multiple agencies and programs

nomic context into account. This means workforce
development or small business investments need

➤ Support the development of regional institutional

to be informed by what clusters are emerging and

capacity. Broad and continuing intergovernmental

connected to a rigorous cluster strategy.26 Likewise,

collaboration at the regional level along with pri-

it means that affordable housing, for example,

vate- and civic-sector engagement, planning, and

should get preferential placement in mixed income

implementation are needed to develop the right

areas, or areas that are job and transit-rich. More

comprehensive strategies, policies, and programs

broadly, it means that each federal program which

tailored to place and to make them work. Modest

is targeted to only one “part” of the regional sys-

investments in technical assistance, convening

tem should ideally give preferences to integrated

dollars, and operational grants for lead convening

plans that weave the parts together because that’s

entities would do a lot to increase the capacity of

how they work best to create economic growth

metro areas to develop, update, and implement
their business plans and would likely generate
large returns
➤ Invest in rich information resources. Information
fuels markets, reducing transaction costs and
enhancing efﬁciency, and also enables strategic
planning and action. The federal government is a
critical source of the rich information resources
needed to develop regional economic growth strat-
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egies and to make them work. These resources will
also yield large returns on the investment27

In these ways, then, the metropolitan business plan-

In sum, the present pilot attempt at metropolitan

ning paradigm envisions nothing short of a major

business planning is just getting underway, but

reordering of federal-state-local relations in how the

the project team and its metropolitan partners are

United States conducts regional economic devel-

already convinced of two things. First, it’s quite clear

opment activities. Over time, the new experiment

that engaging cross-sector local leadership in the

envisions the federal and state governments receiv-

market-based, business-disciplined development of

ing indigenous, sophisticated, and comprehensive

comprehensive regional growth planning is creating

economic growth plans from assertive regions and

better strategies and enhanced capacity for generat-

investing in the best of them wholesale—on the basis

ing long term economic prosperity than have existed

of promised performance “returns” in producing ﬁrm,

before. And second, it’s evident that the develop-

job and economic growth; greater domestic product

ment of strong regional business plans and partner

and tax receipts; and lower welfare costs. Rather than

collaboratives provides a prerequisite for the develop-

thousands of fragmented local entities responding to

ment of a new, more effective, bottom-up investment

hundreds of disparate, uncoordinated, rigid, and not-

approach by government, which is already beginning

always-relevant programmatic offerings spread across

to move in this direction at the federal level and in

scores of federal and state agencies, it creates the

some states. In short, a great deal remains to be

opportunity for a much more effective and productive

learned and invented, and the development team

use of resources, driven from the bottom-up, just

looks forward to the ﬁeld and government broadly

like the economy, and channeled through integrated,

engaging to better invest in regional and national

well-designed regional initiatives. Such a reordering

prosperity. ■

would not require more resources: it would simply use
the billions of dollars ﬂowing to metropolitan areas
much more wisely, and produce greater national
economic growth.

“The metropolitan business planning
paradigm envisions nothing short of
a major reordering of federal-statelocal relations in how the United
States conducts regional economic
development.”
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